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Labour market tight in Omicron midst 
 

The ANZ business confidence report had a mixed batch of April confidence readings. Business sentiment remains 
gloomy as headline confidence fell slightly from March’s already-supressed level. But a sprinkling of mildly 
encouraging signs was enough to keep our forecasts in play for low-but-ok GDP growth, and a slow easing in headline 
inflation from the likely H1 2022 peak. Both employment and investment intentions eased up on last month, albeit the 
former might be related to recruitment fatigue rather than a dropping in genuine employment intentions. Firms’ 
expectations for their own activity bounced, as we had been counting on as the worst of the Omicron wave passes. 
There was some easing of white-hot cost pressures but still a lot of margin pressure on businesses. There was nothing 
to dissuade the RBNZ from hiking the OCR another 50bps in May, as remains our view, with a steady series of 25bps 
lifts to follow thereafter.  
 
Q1 labour market figures are out this week, reviewing wage 
growth, the unemployment rate and employment growth. The 
Q1 labour market figures are expected to show modestly tighter 
labour market conditions, with employment above its maximum 
sustainable level. The Omicron outbreak is expected to have a 
modest impact that will add to labour market tightness, which 
along with acute worker shortages should result in sluggish 
employment, increased absenteeism and lower hours worked. 
Work force participation should also be slightly lower, with the 
unemployment rate falling to a fresh record low (3.0% 
expected), with labour utilisation metrics to remain very tight. 
Wage growth is expected to accelerate to its highest annual rate 
since the GFC and become more broad-based over 2022. The 
phased relaxation of easing border restrictions could tighten the 
labour market further as kiwis head offshore on a belated OE 
and to take advantage of the higher wages on offer. The opening 
of the NZ labour market to non-visa waiver countries by the end 
of the year should subsequently alleviate labour shortages. We assume a 50bp OCR hike in May and for a 3.25% OCR 
peak in early 2023, with increasing labour market slack potentially opening the door to OCR cuts in a couple of years. 
 

Looking forward to the week ahead, the RBA Board will gather for its May meeting in which Board members will 
decide whether to start the hiking cycle. The meeting comes in the wake of red-hot CPI inflation, which rose 2.1% qoq 
in Q1 2022. The headline rate of inflation accelerated to 5.1%, which is the strongest annual inflation the nation has 
seen since 2001. Financial markets and many economists expect the RBA to start lifting the cash rate at this meeting. 
However, our colleagues at CBA continue to see June as the most likely month for the RBA to commence its tightening 
cycle. The RBA has explicitly stated it would like to see wage growth pick up before raising rates. This evidence is likely 
to come in the form of Q1 wage data and Q1 National Accounts which both print after the May meeting, but before 
the June meeting.  
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Foreign Exchange Market  

FX Rates Current* Week ago Month ago Year ago ST Bias Support^ Resistance^ 

NZD/USD 0.6472 0.6696 0.6925 0.7247 FLAT 0.6375 0.6550  

NZD/AUD 0.9151 0.9119 0.9249 0.9315 FLAT/DOWN 0.9100  0.9300  

NZD/JPY 83.96 85.82 84.91 78.85   DOWN 82.00 85.00  

NZD/EUR 0.6127 0.6173 0.6257 0.5980 FLAT/DOWN 0.6100 0.6400  

NZD/GBP 0.5144 0.5139 0.5272 0.5197 FLAT/DOWN 0.5100 0.5320  

TWI 72.0 72.5 73.8 75.2 FLAT/DOWN N/A  N/A  

^ Weekly support and resistance levels * Current as at 12.30pm today; week ago as at Monday 5pm 

NZD Recap and Outlook 
It’s all happening at the moment. Risks to global growth are not only increasing in number, but seemingly in amplitude 

as well. For FX markets, the key implication has been a marked strengthening in the USD. In addition to the USD’s 

‘safe-haven’ appeal, an expectation that the Fed will raise rates faster and higher than other central banks is also 

underpinning the greenback. It hit the highest level in 20 years last week, up 2% over the week (DXY Index), and was 

the key reason the NZD/USD slumped to 22-month lows of a smidge above 0.6450. 

Briefly on the global backdrop, we have: the Russian invasion showing no signs of resolution (it may actually intensify 

if Russia declares war on the 9th), central banks continuing to raise interest rates aggressively, equity markets being 

slammed as earnings guidance falters (S&P500 down 3.5% last week), and Chinese growth starting to wobble as 

authorities stick to their COVID-zero doctrine. The Chinese PMIs over the weekend only reinforced growth fears with 

the services PMI falling well below market expectations (41.9). 

It's this latter issue that, alongside the stronger USD, has been weighing on the AUD and NZD in particular. The 

antipodean economies have strong growth & trade links with China and the NZD/USD retains a strong correlation to 

the tumbling CNY (USD/CNY up 4.3% in April). Chinese authorities appear to remain happy to let the CNY depreciate 

as a helpful offset to the weakening growth outlook. 

NZD volatility has spiked higher across the vols curve, and it looks set to remain elevated given a massive week for 

event risk. Number one billing will be the Fed announcement 6am Thursday morning (NZT). At least a 50bps rate hike 

is virtually certain, with the market now pricing an almost 50% chance of a 75bps lift. The Fed is also expected to begin 

so-called ‘quantitative tightening’ (selling bonds). Markets also price both the Bank of England and RBA lifting their 

cash rates 25bps this week. As ever, FX market reaction will be more about central bank guidance than the policy 

changes themselves.  

One of the bigger movers on this front recently has been the ECB. Officials now appear to be warming up the market 

for a hike in coming months (markets reckon July). This has thrown something of a lifeline to the EUR, and supports 

our call of last week that the NZD/EUR has likely already peaked this cycle at around 0.6350 in early April. The cross 

shuffled a little lower last week to trade around 0.6130 this morning.  

In NZ, the key event for the currency will be Wednesday’s labour market figures. We expect a further drop in the 

unemployment rate to a fresh record low of 3.0% (from 3.2%) but the figures are notoriously volatile and really 

anything could happen. A rogue number is unlikely to throw the RBNZ off delivering another 50bps hike this month so 

we’d fade any large NZD reactions to the data.  
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Interest Rate Market 

Wholesale interest rates Current Week ago Month ago Year ago ST Bias MT Bias 

Cash rate 1.50 1.50 1.00 0.25 UNCH UP 

90-day bank bill 1.97 1.94 1.66 0.36 UP UP 

2-year swap 3.85 3.74 3.38 0.47 UNCH   DOWN 

5-year swap 3.93 3.86 3.51 1.07 DNCH  DOWN 

10-year swap 3.95 3.87 3.48 1.83 UNCH DOWN 

10-year govt bond yield 3.66 3.57 3.27 1.65 UNCH DOWN 

Curve Slope (2s10s swaps) 0.10 0.13 0.10 1.36 UNCH UP 

* Current as at 12.30pm today; week ago as at Monday 5pm. Key UNCH = Broadly unchanged 
 

Market recap 

Local yields start this week about 10bps higher across the curve compared to a week ago, with swap yields 

marginally outpacing bonds. Market liquidity has generally been low. NZ yields steadily climbed higher and received a 

leg-up to around 7-year highs following stronger than expected Q1 Australian inflation prints, with a modest 

retracement thereafter. About 20bps was added to terminal OCR expectations. Short-term Australian yields outpaced 

NZ equivalents with a 15bp RBA hike priced in for May and a circa 2.50% cash rate by the end of the year.    

Global yields have outpaced the climb in NZ equivalents with US and Australian swap and bond yields about 20bps 

higher compared to a week ago.  Concerns over inflation and aggressive central bank tightening has driven the moves 

despite the worsening COVID-19 outbreak in China, the slump in global equities (the MSCI global index is more than 

10% off its January peak) and some rolling over in activity data readings (Q1 US GDP unexpectedly declined). April saw 

sizeable gains for yields, with swap and bond yields 30-60bps higher in the US, 30-90bp higher in Australia and 30-

50bps higher in NZ with the yield curve flattening in Australia/NZ but steepening in the US. 

Near-term interest rate outlook 

Near-term OCR expectations currently have just over 50bps of RBNZ hikes priced in for May, 47bps for July and 

roughly 215bps by the end of the year. The path of least resistance is still for NZ yields to move higher, but the 

extent of OCR hikes priced in looks excessive. Our forecasts of the OCR peak (3.25%) remain well below circa 4½% 

terminal market pricing, and we have also pencilled in OCR cuts from 2024. This week’s data should confirm an 

exceptionally tight labour market with the unemployment rate hitting a record low. Wage inflation should tick-up with 

wage pressures broadening. Thursday’s pre-Budget speech by Minister of Finance Robertson will be looked to for 

clues on the fiscal stance and bond tender. Wednesday’s RBNZ Financial Stability Report should highlight housing risks 

and signal the RBNZ’s intent to broaden its macroprudential toolkit, reducing the heavy lifting from the OCR.   

Global yields have further to run. Analysts are split on what the RBA will do tomorrow (no change, 15bp or 40bp 

hikes), with our CBA colleagues flagging a hawkish hold to the 0.1% cash rate and a June start to hikes. We expect a 

50bp hike from the FOMC on Thursday and for the tightening US labour market to support US yields, although there is 

already a lot already priced in (250bps of FOMC hikes over 2022). The FOMC will also start to move towards 

unwinding USD95bn per month of its balance sheet (mostly via selling US Treasuries) and this could pressure longer-

term yields higher. The 25bp BOE hike we expect this week is more than fully priced in. However, with global inflation 

looking to have peaked and global growth momentum slowing we expect longer-term yields to be capped, keeping 

yield curves flat. 

Medium-term outlook 

We expect a follow-up 50bp hike in May, followed by a series of 25bp hikes with the OCR peaking at 3.25% in early 

2023. We then expect the RBNZ to hold and then to unwind OCR hikes from 2024, with the OCR ending 2025 at 

around 2%. Uncertainty is elevated. The RBNZ will also start quantitative tightening from July, and this could pressure 

longer-term yields higher. Our CBA colleagues expect a shallower rate hike cycle in Australia, with RBA rate hikes from 

June (1.25% peak). The US FOMC is expected to hike rates by 175bp over 2022 and a further 100bps over 2023 (2.75-

3% peak by 2023 Q3). Increases in short-term yields are expected to be more responsive to OCR settings and 

expectations, further flattening the yield curve, before the curve steepens as the OCR is cut. Longer-term local and 

global yields are expected to drift up but remain capped at historically low levels.  mark.smith4@asb.co.nz 
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Domestic Events for the week ahead 
 

Data Date Time  

(NZT) 

Previous Market 
Expects 

ASB Expects 

RBNZ Financial Stability Report 4/5 9:00am - - - 

Q1 NZ Labour Market data, unemployment rate, % 4/5 10:45am 3.2 - 3.0 

  

The RBNZ will likely cover a broad range of domestic (impact of higher borrowing costs, housing) and external areas 

(impacts of Ukraine conflict and rising global interest rates) in its stocktake of financial stability risks.  Vigilance will be 

the watchword. The RBNZ has signalled that it will be delaying the imposition of debt-to-income restrictions and 

interest rate floors on mortgage assessments until mid-2023 (or later) given the slowing in housing lending 

attributable due to rising mortgage interest rates and tightening lending standards related to the CCCFA.  Still, the 

pendulum is expected to remain biased towards greater oversight on regulation. RBNZ Deputy Governor Hawkesby 

has confirmed macroprudential tools are viewed as continuing to play an important part in delivering financial 

stability with the RBNZ intending to further expand its macroprudential toolkit.  This will help take part of the load off 

OCR settings in achieving the Bank’s monetary policy objectives. 

The Q1 labour market figures are expected to show modestly 

tighter labour market conditions, with employment above its 

maximum sustainable level. The Omicron outbreak is expected to 

have a modest impact that will add to labour market tightness, 

which along with acute worker shortages should result in sluggish 

employment, increased absenteeism and lower hours worked. 

Work force participation should also be slightly lower, with the 

unemployment rate falling to a fresh record low (3.0% expected), 

with labour utilisation metrics to remain very tight. Wage growth 

is expected to accelerate to its highest annual rate since the GFC 

and become more broad-based over 2022. The phased relaxation 

of easing border restrictions could tighten the labour market 

further as kiwis head offshore on a belated OE and to take 

advantage of the higher wages on offer. The opening of the NZ 

labour market to non-visa waiver countries by the end of the year should subsequently alleviate labour shortages. We 

assume a 50bp OCR hike in May and for a 3.25% OCR peak in early 2023, with increasing labour market slack 

potentially opening the door to OCR cuts. 
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Major International Events for the week ahead 

Data Date Time  

(NZT) 

ASB  

AU CoreLogic Dwelling Prices, Apr 2/5 5 am +0.3% 

US ISM Manufacturing, Apr 3/5 1.45 am 56.0 pts 

AU RBA Board Meeting, Apr  3/3 4.30 pm - 

Cash Rate - - 0.1% 

AU Retail Trade 4/5 1.30 pm - 

Nominal, Mar - - +0.6% 

Real, Q1 2022 - - 1.0% 

AU Lending Indicators 4/5 1.30 pm 0.0% 

EZ Retail Sales, Mar 4/5 9.00 pm  

US FOMC Meeting (Funds Rate) 5/5 6.00 am 0.75%-1.00% 

AU Building Approvals, Mar 5/5 1.30 pm -15% 

UK Bank of England Meeting, May 5/5 11.00 pm 1.0% 

CA Net Employment Change, Apr 7/5 12.30 am 30,000 

Unemployment Rate - - 5.2% 

US Non-Farm Payroll, Apr 7/5 12.30am 350,000 

Unemployment Rate -  3.5% 

Average Earnings -  0.5%/mth 

* Forecasts and commentary originally published by CBA Global Markets Research Friday 29th April 

Australian dwelling prices are now a two-speed story. Sydney and Melbourne have peaked and prices in Australia’s 

two largest cities are now trending downward. Further north in Brisbane, however, prices are continuing to surge. The 

Adelaide and Perth markets are also still showing strength. For the 5 capital cities, we expect a combined growth of 

0.3%. 

The already-released regional Fed surveys suggest the national US ISM eased modestly in April to 56pts.  This is still a 

strong level, particularly considering the recent increase in the USD.  Market participants will be interested in supplier 

deliveries and prices paid for a steer on future inflation trends. 

All eyes will be on the RBA Board Meeting. Our view remains that the Bank will wait for further evidence on labour 

costs before initiating the tightening cycle in June.  However, there is a risk the tightening cycle starts in May. 

CBA internal data suggest another strong month of Australian retail spending with a 0.6% rise expected. So far, 

inflation concerns and looming interest rate hikes have not materially dampened spending in the household sector. 

With another increase in spending expected in March, the real Q1 2022 quarterly retail trade should also post a solid 

rise.  We expect a 1.0% lift in the quarter. 

With the Australian housing market cooling in parts of the country, we expect lending to households to be broadly 

flat in March. The level is still elevated but is likely to ease as large markets in Sydney and Melbourne continue to cool. 

The March Eurozone retail sales data will give an early reading on how European consumers are reacting to the 

energy price shock and higher inflation more generally.  The recently-released UK figures showed an unexpected drop 

in retail spending in March, although it is unclear whether that represented a slow-down in consumer spending or a 

switching from spending on goods towards services as restrictions were eased.  We may see a similar weaker print for 

Eurozone retail sales in March. 

We expect the US FOMC to increase the target range on the Funds rate by 50bp to 0.75%-1.00%.  Many FOMC voters 

have indicated they support a 50bp increase at this meeting.  We also expect the FOMC to increase the Funds rate by 

another 50bp in June. 
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Australian building approvals is typically a volatile series and this was especially true over the past 2 months. The 

initial Omicron wave impacted on the January result, with labour supply issues impacting on the capacity to process 

approvals. Clearing the backlog in February led to a very large (+43.5%) rebound. We expect the post HomeBuilder 

downward trend to resume in March and due to base effects, a 15% fall in the month is expected. 

The Bank of England (BoE) is widely expected to lift the Bank rate by a further 25 basis points to 1.0%.  Inflation in the 

UK is very high.  So far the UK economy has been relatively resilient to the energy price shock resulting from the war.  

Given this back-drop we expect the BoE to press on with normalising interest rates. 

With Canadian employment pushing further above its pre-pandemic levels, the unemployment rate fell to a record 

low of 5.3% in March.  Elevated job vacancies suggest the Canadian labour market can tighten even further.  We 

estimate employment rose by 30,000 and the unemployment rate fell to 5.2% in April.  The labour market tightness 

will continue to push up wages growth in our view. 

The US Q1 GDP report showed private demand growing at a rapid 6%/yr rate.  The strong rate of economic growth 

suggests very strong demand for US labour amid already low unemployment. 
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Key Forecasts 
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.  We believe that the 
information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the information 
available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are 
subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank 
Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any 
person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this 
document.  Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are 
subject to contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent 
or warrant that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   

ASB  NZ economic forecasts Dec-21 Mar-22 Jun-22 Sep-22 Dec-22 Mar-23 Mar-23 Mar-24

<< actual  forecast >>

GDP real - Q% 3.0 0.3 0.3 0.4 1.3 0.8 0.8 0.6

GDP real - A% 3.1 2.1 0.0 4.1 2.4 2.9 2.9 2.5

GDP real - AA% 5.6 5.3 1.3 2.3 2.2 2.3 2.3 3.0

NZ House Prices (QV Index) - A% 26.0 14.2 6.4 -2.0 -8.2 -8.2 -8.2 2.3

CPI - Q% 1.4 1.8 1.3 1.7 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7

CPI - A% 5.9 6.9 6.9 6.4 5.8 4.7 4.7 3.2

HLFS employment growth - Q% 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3

HLFS employment growth - A% 3.7 3.1 2.2 0.9 1.3 1.5 1.5 1.3

Unemployment rate - %sa 3.2 3.0 2.9 2.9 3.1 3.3 3.3 3.7

    Q% = percentage change on previous quarter

    A% = percentage change since same quarter the previous year

    AA% = percentage change for year ending quarter since the previous year

ASB interest rate forecasts Mar-22 Jun-22 Sep-22 Dec-22 Mar-23 Jun-23 Mar-23 Mar-24

(end of quarter) << actual  forecast >>

NZ OCR 1.00 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25

NZ 90-day bank bill 1.61 2.20 2.60 3.10 3.35 3.35 3.35 3.15

NZ 2-year swap rate 3.28 3.55 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.55

NZ 5-year swap rate 3.40 3.70 3.80 3.80 3.80 3.75 3.80 3.60

NZ 10-year swap rate 3.38 3.75 3.80 3.80 3.80 3.75 3.80 3.65

NZ 10-year Bond 3.27 3.55 3.60 3.58 3.55 3.50 3.55 3.40

ASB foreign exchange forecasts Mar-22 Jun-22 Sep-22 Dec-22 Mar-23 Jun-23 Mar-23 Mar-24

(end of quarter) << actual  forecast >>

NZD/USD 0.70 0.71 0.73 0.74 0.75 0.74 0.75 0.70

NZD/AUD 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.91 0.95 0.91 0.97

NZD/JPY 85 89 93 95 98 95 98 88

NZD/EUR 0.62 0.68 0.68 0.66 0.65 0.64 0.65 0.62

NZD/GBP 0.53 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.54 0.56 0.52

NZD/CNY 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.6 4.7 4.6 4.7 4.3

NZD TWI 74.8 76.3 77.6 77.7 78.0 77.3 78.0 74.2
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